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INTRODUCTION

1. It ha? been said that "project? are the cutting edge of development", but thi-
if an expression of hope rather than fact. Some project? have made a notable

contribution to development, while other? have failed miserably in thi* Tho«e
concerned with development are aware that experience with development project? ha«
ha? been variable - not least in Africa, and this variability of performance applie-
eppecially to agricultural development project? whope ?ucce??ful implementation
depend? on combining the critical ingredient? of good depign and good management
with a favourable physical and pocio-economic environment. The right combination
°1 ™es? *n9«dientP if especially difficult for agricultural project*. And it i?
the inability to provide them in an appropriate combination that hap given ri«e to
the variable performance of project?. The notable failure of many project* in
Africa hap induced a Penpe of dipappointment, even di?illu?ion - especially among
project donor?. " J

2 But thi? experience hap alpo prompted a more popitive reppcnpe: to identify
and improve the mc?t critical factor? affecting performance and the outcome of
project?, with Pome succepp, though not in all direction?. Providing a favourable
policy environment i? ePPential for project ?ucce?P. The phy?ical environment
aleo depend? upon-appropriate government policies ?cme government? are taking
Ptepp to reduce environmental degradation affecting not only natural re?ource« but
even the weather. The planning of agricultural project? ha? partly improved; project
design i? now ba?ed on a logical framework enhancing the rational functioning of
project?; planner? are now more attentive to the circumptance?, attitude? and need*
of project farm families. But the data ba?e of agricultural project? is «till often
flimsy, and the tendency to introduce income contribution objective? into project*

and em^r^ ««*<*«* management any easier. Attempt? ^improve competence
and efficiency have t*ken several direction?, including that of mananement trainina
But the moPt Pignificant being the effort to improve project performaSci in Se 9
provision and analy?i? of information for better project management decision making -
resulting in more effective project monitoring and evaluation (M & E).

3. Thi? important new activity ha? the purpose of improving the management and
planning of agricultural project?. In the la?t decade, conpiderable thought ha?
teen given to the nature and Purpo?e of w & E and much experience gained in the
de?ign and operation of m & E Fy?teins. Although the motion of m.&'e i? pimple
enough; . it hap rai?ed difficult conceptual problem? which, only recently, have
been largely re?olved. Monitoring and evaluation i? a necessary-,ingredient for
improving project management and therefore the efficiency and effectiveness of
project?.

4. The last decade ha? al?o made it clear that the variability of performance on
agricultural project? ha? been matched by the exDerience of M & E ?y?temP, whose
operation ha? been equally variable. There are "example? of M & E nroving Z£
effective in a??i?ting project management, and other? where it has not; indeed, it
ha? Pometime? adversely affected management and project performance, m Africa
the experience of M ft E embrace? the extreme? of "performance - of notable Puccepo
and diPmal failure, why lp thi?? PirPt it ?hould be ?aid that the Pimple notion
ot h & E x? not ea?y to translate into practice on agricultural project?. Some of
the reason? for thi? are expoped in thi? paper, especially in section three which
look? in pome detail at example? of M & E on agricultural project? in Africa Thi«
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pcrutiny of M & E experience does provide important leppons which, if taken to heart,

can provide the means of strengthening M & E in the future. This becomes especially

important in view of the emergency assistance which die World Bank and other? give

to African countries and the need to achieve better levels of efficiency and success.

The tools for this are at hand if only they are grasped with firmness and commitment.

5. So the purpose of this paper is to review the monitoring and evaluation
experience of sslecbcd agricultural project? in Aftica, on which to base proposal?

for strengthening and improving M & E on agricultural projects and programmes. It
is for the consideration of the forthcoming ECA Conference of Ministers and the
guidance of planners and managers of agricultural projects.

I. CONCEPTS AND PURPOSES OF MONITORING AND EVALUATION
i

6. The agreed United Nation? methodology of M & E is clearly discussed in the
document noted below. 1/

7. Monitoring and evaluation provides the mean? by which project manager? and
planner? can chart the progress of project implementation towards the achievement
of it? target? and objective?. Monitoring and evaluation enable? them to take

corrective action when it detect? implementation deficiencies. It provides manage

ment with the mean? of assessing the efficiency, effectiveness, relevance and

impact of a project. Project efficiency measure? the process of converting input?

into activities and output?; effectivenep? is the extent to which project activities
achieve planned effects and objective?; relevance deal? with the extent to which

project activities and objective? match the "need? and wi?he? of project beneficiarie?"
and impact measures the extent to which planned effect? achieve project objective?.

8. Monitoring i? the continuous surveillance of the implementation and performance

of a project through the timely .gathering of information on work pehedules, input

deliveries, targeted outputs and critical external factor? to ensure that implementa
tion i? proceeding according to plan. It may ;?-—^;1it>of include gathering informa

tion on project assumption? and effect? to facilitate on-going evaluation.

9. The purpose of monitoring is to supply management with the mean? of achieving

efficient and effective project operation and performance through the provision of

information relating to critical project activities. Monitoring information provides
the mean? of identifying constraint? and discrepancies of project implementation,
and management with the basi? for taking timely corrective action. It i? an integral

part of a management information ?y?tem and an essential ingredient of good manage
ment practice.

10. Evaluation is a proce?? which attempts to asses? the relevance, effectiveness

and impact of a project. It analyse? the achievement? and repult? of a project

vip-a-vi? it? underlying appumption?, expected output? and intended objective?.

On-going evaluation i? an action oriented management tool which seek? to improve

or change the activities, effect? and impact of currently operated project? where

the?e fall short of planned level? or are no longer valid in the current situation.

On-going, rather than ex-post evaluation is the concern of this paper.

11. Ex-post evaluation is undertaken after the completion of a project. It

asseppes the achievement of project objectives and their impact on and relevance

to project beneficiaries and the environment. The purpose i? to as?e?p the over

all achievement? of a project in term? of it? activities, output?, effect? and

impact and thereby provide lessons for the planning of future projects.
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12. A well designed M & E system will reflect the hierarchy of project objective?

and their determining activities, proceppep, input? and output?. There i? a

logical hierarchy of relationship? between the variou? element? of project design;

progrepp at each level i? a precondition for moving to a higher level:

(a) If input? are provided, activities can take place;

(b) If activities are successfully completed, planned outputs should result;

(c) If outputs are used as intended, the immediate objective (or effect)

should be realized;

(d) If the immediate objective is achieved, it should contribute to the re

alization of the development objective (or impact).

13. These linkages depend on project assumptions and critical external factors.

The achievement of planned activities, outputs and effect? will be based on several

assumptions. For example, delivery of fertilizer will assume the existence of an

effective organization to achieve this; the achievement of planned yields will

depend upon an assumed fertilizer input/output co-efficient and an a??umed rate

of fertilizer uptake by farmer?, etc. Project assumption? are largely out of the

Control of project management, a? are the critical external factors such a? farm

input and output price?, weather, changing agricultural policies, development of

infraptructure like roads, electricity supplies, etc. Since movement up the hier

archy of relationship? (that i? ?ucce??ful project implementation) i? dependent

upon aspumption? and critical external factor?, they ?hould be incorporated into

an M a E py?tem, a? well as inputs, outputs, effect? and objectives.

14. A project M a E system is mainly based on the observation and verification

of variables or indicator?: input?, activities, output?, objective?, critical

external factor? and project assumption?. In devising an M & E pystem it is

necessary to identify, specify and select appropriate indicators: factst event? and

targets, such ap the delivery and distribution of input?, amount of loans made,

increased fertilizer use, reduced fallow, increased yields, and production, etc. all

of which are easy to identify and use. These direct indirector? usually relate to

the monitoring of inputs, activities and outputs.

15. In some cases? direct meapurement i? not feasible or cost effective, such as

farm income level? and health status of children, in which case indirect or proxy

indicators have to be used - for example, type of housing as a proxy for income

and weight in relation to height ar a proxy for health status. Evaluation of effect?

and impact ip the area where the use of proxy indicators is most often used because

of the cost and difficulty of collecting and analyzing many direct indicator?.

16. Regarding the resource? required to operate M & E system?, it i? important

to underline the differences in resources and time required for the acquisition,

procepping and analysis of information for monitoring (of input? activities and

effect?) a? against that for evaluation (of effect? and impact). The former

usually requires the comparatively easy recording collection and procepping of

direct indicator?? the latter, often the lengthy and difficult collection,, procepping

and analypip of field data deriving from farm and household purvey?. Since evalua

tion alpo a?k? queptionp of why and how, it frequently require? the complex search

for relationship? involving the statistical analysis of large quantities cf data.
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17. The designer of an M & E system will ask the following question?: Who need?

the information? For what purpope? Of what kind and how often? The answer? to

these queptions will have to be tempered by the relative difficulty of data collec

tion and processing, it? time pcale and degree of accuracy again?t the M & E rc~

Fourcep available and the value of the data to project management. The balance of

M & E repourcep devoted to monitoring and evaluation If therefore a critical docipion,

as will be ?een from the following cape ptudie?. In mopt cafef, the M & E repourcep

available to a project are Fufficient to provide useful monitoring pervicep to

management backed up, when necessary, with a limited amount of ongoing evaluation

baped on mode?t, ad hoc purvey? exploring a pmall number of variable?.

18. Too often however, M & E activitiep have been over ambitious, often under

pressure from the project donor. Large complex evaluation purvey? have been

embarked upon which have generated data beyond the capacity of the M & E resource?

to proceFF. Often theFe evaluation activitieF have been carried out at the expense

of monitoring the project, fo that management hap benefitted from neither monitoring

nor evaluation. The unbalanced focup of M & E resources i? more clearly illustrated

in pome of the following cape Ftudiep of M & E in action on agricultural project?.

II. EXPERIENCES OF MONITORING AND EVALUATION IN AFRICA

19. The worpt failure? of monitoring and evaluation pyptems are related to the

large rural development project? initiated in Fcveral African countrie? in the 1970?.

After protracted, traumatic and coptly experience? with the?e M & E systems, the

World Bank which funded the?e project? ha? recognized their deficiencies7. The

project? include the Agricultural Development ProjectF (ADP?) in Nigeria, the Lilongwe

Land Development Programme (LLDP) in Malawi and the Integrated Agricultural Development

Project (IADP) in Kenya. All of them were very large project? whope objective? were

to increape yield?, agricultural productivity and farm income? by increasing the

provision of farm inputF, extenpion Fervicep. credit facilitiep and marketing pyptem?,

including infraptructure. The M & B pystems matched the scale of the project? and

their inadequacie? were remarkably similar. A detailed presentation of tlam is

not given here because of preppure of space and alFo because they have been thoroughly

documented elsewhere. 2/ A brief outline of the Nigerian experience will highlight

its major M & E problems.

20. The M & E system dealing with the ADPf in Nigeria is the largest of its kind

in Africa. A separate M & E unit operate? on each project and thepe are under the

technical direction of a central unit which designs and operate? the huge data.

gathering, processing and analypis activitiep. Both the organization and activitiep

of the M & E system are independent of the project management. From the start,

the M & E focup was on the effects and impact of the projects based on large scale

purvey? of crop yields and bapeline purveys of farm household characteriptics and

later farm income?. These procedure? generated a va?t amount of information,, some

of it of'dubious quality which, becaupe of limited procepping capacity, remained to

a large extent unprocepped and therefore unused. The data which were orocepped and

analysed two or three years after it was collected also proved of little value.

Moreover, the yeild figures produced by the surveys were disbelieved by managers of

the projects. Some ad hoc smaller purvey? were undertaken into input pupply and

marketing problem? which did. prove useful. But by and large, the preponderant

amount of resource? devoted to large impact purvey? prevented the monitoring of

project inputs and activities which was the first need of project management.
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21.. The M & E systems on there rural development projects' in Africa were clearly

over-ambitious, devoting mopt of their resource? to large scale farm purvey?, and

lengthy, complex statistical analysis. For the governments concerned, they were

aware that local costs of the system were very high, that M & E results hardly

justified the use of scarce, trained resources and that the value of M & E to the

efficient implementation of the projects was minimal. Not unnaturally, because

the high expectations which they had been encouraged to hold about the value of

M & E were unfulfilled, governments were clearly disillusioned by the experience.

This is a serious matter because it is now more difficult to persuade them to

devote limited, trained resources to M & E activities - and so the benefits of M & E

seen in pome of the following case studies, might be lost when they are so critically

needed.

A. North-West Province Rural Development Project (RDP? - Cameroon

22. The project, which covers a large part of. the north-west province is intended

to act as a major, catalyst for the development of the province as a whole. It has .

the following objectives - to raise farm incomes and improve their distribution, to

increase food crop production, to improve access to markets and increase foreign

exchange from increased coffee production. The project involves five major components

extension and adaptive research, input supply, credit, infrastructure development

and institutional support - and its implementation began in 1982.

23. In more detail the project focuses on the provision of assistance to small

holder farmers through measures intended to increase the production and marketing

of food crops (maize and legumes) and coffee. It includes concentrating on increas

ing adaptive research capacity, introducing a system of field trials and demonstra

tion centres, reorganizing and considerably strengthening the agricultural extension

service on training and visit (T & V) lines and a training programme for project

staff and farmers - male and female. In conjunction with these activities, provision

is made for a provincial input supply system supported by credit facilities. It

covers seeds, fertilizers and sprays for food crops and coffee, it also provides

credit and technical assistance to coffee growers to undertake a replanting programme.

The local co-operative movement is intended to handle the supply of inputs and of

credit, but to do this it will need considerably strengthening. Two further project

activities comprise infrastructural support including the rehabilitation and improve

ment of the road network to reduce marketing constraints and the construction of

village water supplies.

24. The major components of extension and adaptive research involve the following,

activities and outputs: Construction of trial and demonstration, rural development ,

and farm service centres; establishment of coffee nurseries; provision of coffee

seedlings and food crop seeds; training programmes for staff and farmers, trials

and field demonstrations. The input supply and credit components involve the pro

vision of fertilizers, seeds, sprays and the administering of loans, infrastructure

development involves road improvements, the provision of water and coffee washing

points. In its first three years, project implementation has made aood progress

with the major extension, output and training targets being achieved. The credit

component has been plow to start because of local problems of the co-operatives, and

the road programme because of technical difficulties. The relative success of the

project owes much to a competent management and an effective M & E system.
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25. From the start of the project, a fairly comprehensive M & E system hap been in

operation. It hap a planning, monitoring and evaluation (PEM) unit which ip within

the project management unit (PMU), it? director being a member of the senior manage

ment team. Each service (extenpion, credit, input?, etc.) iF responsible for itp

own data collection, collation and analysis and its monthly, quarterly and annual

tranpmippion to the PEM unit where it ip aggregated, analyped, and presented (actual

achievements compared with planned targets) to the PMU for its consideration and

action. The monitoring of inputs, activities and outputs generate? indicator? relat

ing to construction; full and partial adopter? of extenpion package? and coffee re

planting, incremental acreage and output of food cropp and coffee; numbers of contact

farmers; inputs supplied, number, pize and purpose of loan?; training programmes and

numberp attending, group demonptration?, meeting? and farmer? attending, etc.

26. But wbereap the project Ptaff are much involved with monitoring of project

input? and activities which facilitate? rapid management repponpe, the evaluation

of project outputs and effects ip primarily the concern of the PEM unit. Evaluation

studies include base-line socio-economic and crop yield surveys, survey? of extension

impact including uptake of improved farming practice? and their yield effects,

purveys of coffee nursery and replanting programme?, maize storage, etc. The PEM

unit is also responsible for producing all .the quarterly and annual project reports.

27. The report? of supervisory mispionp all underline the valuable work being done

by the unit in pupplying the PMU with relevant and timely information which facilitate?

the management and on-going evaluation of project activities. Because the project

is operating fairly patisfactorily, the provision of M & E information hap not-

prompted any ptartling management decisions nor marked change? in the direction of

the project. But the effective management and M & E pystem would allow this, if it

proved necessary. A second feature i? that the evaluation studies have been

accomplished at relatively low cost. There are several reason? for thip: the socio-

economic yurveyp have been kept simple by using proxy for direct indicators that are

coptly to measure (visible assets for income, etc.); extension purveyp on uptake and

impact of new practices and crops used a few simple questions and not an overloaded

questionnaire; a rapid rural survey (RRS) approach was used to observe progrepp of

building construction, water supply schemes, etc. Crop yield purvey? are of the

traditional kind which are normally coptly to undertake and subject to error; but ?c

far these seem to be within the capacity of PEM unit resources. Neverthelepp, yield

purvey? could overload the unit and reduce it? effect!veness in future.

28. The effectiveness of the M & E pyptem ip however giving rise to one potential

danger. Outside authorities, including donor pupervisory mippions, have urged the

PEM unit to undertake "a series of small ptudiep of farm and crop budget? to provide

economic information on the copt? and benefit? of practice? and crops being recommended".

This is the area of impact M & E, which has given rise to ?o many problems and failures;

the area which probe? into the economicp of project activities at farm level and

peeks to explore caupal relationphips. The area for which project M & E systems are

not designed (that is farm economicp repearch) and which therefore it should avoid.

The PEM unit is alpo being urged to undertake other activities and duties which are

certainly not necessary for the continued effective implementation of the project

and, indeed, which could jeopardise thip process by imparing the working of the

present M & E system.
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29. The crucial lessons of this* experience are:

(a) The inclusion of the PEM unit within the PMU, with its head actively
involved in management decision?, has led to good relation? exiting between M & E
and project staff and tc effective M & E feedback; that is, nroject staff accept
ing M & E information as valid and acting upon it.

(b) The good relation? between M & B and project staff mean? that the latter
undertake the extra task? of data collection and recording more willingly, which
mkes for more efficient monitoring and timely prevision of appropriate information.
The close working link between the PEM unit and the PMU i? the mean? by which the
project manager can understand the role and purpose of M fi E and the means by which

it can assist him which, in turn, enables him to specify the information he requires.

30. There is a warning note. M & E contributions may be impaired if resource?
are used to undertake evaluation studies of the economics of extension packages
and farm practices. These are not necessary. They are clearly economic in their
judgement; on the other hand of a recommended practice or new crop proves unpopular,
it can be assumed that it is not economic nor acceptable to the farmer. It i«
simpler to ask farmer? why they have not taken up the recommended practice.

B- Lofa Country Agricultural Development Project (ADP) - Liberia

31' ^i? i-roject started uP in 1976, continued into a second phase in 1982 and end-
1^1986. Over 8,000 farm families are expected to benefit from the project, if
mam objectives are as follows: to increase food crop production and nroductivity
to improve the income and living standard? of participating families; generally to'
improve the social life of the community of Lofa country; tc increase Liberia'«
foreign exchange earnings.

32. To achieve those objective?, the project is planned to increase smallholder
production of upland and lowland rice - increasing it? area and yield throuoh

T^Zlrl and iB^°Ved PeedF- Xt vil1 expand the area of coffee and cocoa and
£ Ome °r ^ exiFtin? coffee grown by smallholder?. It will achieve
the provision of improved extension services, additional sunplie? of farm

ana the necessary fanner credit to purchase them, m intensive farmer train-
^gr,™ and the development of co-cerative, to distribute farm in^s S

administer credit. The project a]so include? the construction and uparading of
feeder roads and farm tracks, village wells and latrines.

It is a typical ADP with agricultural and non-agricultural components and
multiple socio-economic objectives. Similar project? in Africa have often per
formed poorly and had problem? with their M a E systems. In the event, the fir-t
phase of this project wa? considered generally successful regarding it? physical
achievements, the mobilizing of farmers and the motivating of extension staff. But
it had problems of late delivery of inputs; and the development of co-operative*
and the building of access roads were well below target; the provision of credit was
also beset by problems which led to late payments to farmers and hence poor reoay-
ment of loans. J-

33. The project components are operated by separate divisions of which the main
ones are
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(a) The. plant production and research division which establishes nurseries
for the provision of coffee and cocoa plantvnc material; it field tosts the adapt

ability of recommended agronomic practices', for both food and tree crop?, and

undertake? adaptive research on rice and tree crop? including peed varieties;

(b) The training division conduct? courpes for both project ?taff and farmer?,
including staff in-service training. For fartnp.^ it runr residential cour?ep and

workshop?; the latter are held in the field, on improved farming practice? and new
technological package?;

(c) The agricultural division undertakes the exten?ion activities; it also
recruit? farmers to the project. A modified ver?ion of the training and visit

CT & V) system is used on this project. Most extension activities are conducted
through farmer groups-- doid each field worker visits frequently Feveral such group?

to papp on proposed improvement? issuing from the adaptive research activities.

They also relay back problem? and ficcicultie? which they have encountered at farm
level;

(d) The no-operative r-uid coirj.e-r'.al p = i vices un.,t promote? the development of

co-operative?, organizes the ?upply of input? such a? fertilizers and chemicals

and administers farm credit to facilitate the purchase of the input?. The aim is

for the co-operatives to take over the distribution of inputs and farm credit
which ?o far has been undertaken by the project,

(e) The land planning and development unit undertake? soil purvey? for the

project and i? responpible for the reads,- wells and latrine? development.

34. The project ha? an in-1-uilt M a E pyptera. Each divipion docs its own monitor
ing of inputs activities and outputs; it collects and procespe? the data and after
use passe? it on to the monitoring and evaluation divipion (MSD) for appembly and

presentation ir, project report?. The MED ha? the same status as other project

divipionp whose bead? are part or the project management team. On a continuing

basis, it concentrates en the evaluation of project effects, impact and external
factor?, a? w«ll a? some ad.hoc monitoring. The Monitoring and Evaluation Division
CMED)undertake? an annual yield purvey of rice, coffee and cocoa, based "on a
sample of over 600 farmer?. Thir i? probably it? most useful activitie? for the
on-going evaluated: oi jioj^^c ^'f^cct - ul-ough it ir costly and tiuae consuming. It
has also undertaken an agricultural marketing survey, a farmer and staff technical
assistance ■ (T & A) survey end -i study of the adortion of new practicer. But a major
activity is its weekly interviews of a sample of 45 fanner? to collect socio-

economic data relating to farm labour u?e, farm inputs, cultural practices and

observed changes within the farm household a? a result of the project. These data
are for "planning purposes" and an ex-post evaluation of the project, to be under
taken by the MED a? specified in the appraisal document. The data are clearly of
little use for the on-going evaluation of the project.

35. It is-the considered judgement of supervisory mission? that project management

and the divisional beads are suspicious of the HED and mistrustful of M & E under

taken' by staff outside their own divisions. Instead they prefer to do their own

monitoring which though reasonably satisfactory, doep fall short of good management

needs in some areas. More seriously, project management does not understand the

role of the MED and therefore does not use it effectively to assist management

decisions. The most serious conpecuence of this attitude is that many problem?
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which are identified by the monitoring activities, are not investigated by on-going

evaluation studies to identify causal factor? and suggest possible solutions. For

example, a decline in the yield of lowland rice has been observed but the MED was not

requested to investigate this. Likewise, some of the recommended technological pack

ages have not proved attractive to farmers and it remain? unclear why this is so.

The MED is trained to investigate these issues and is charged to do so in the project

document. But, in practice, it remains underutilized regarding its prime purpose,

resulting in the M & E resources of the project being misused.

36. Supervision missions have gained the impression that the MED has been added as

a project activity because it is "the done thing";that it is not being used by manage

ment for its major purpose and that, apart from the yield surveys, it is being used

for rather peripheral studies. On the other hand, the socio-economic evaluation

survey, involving weekly visits to 45 farmers to collect detailed farm input/output

information, as specified in the project documentf should be called into question.

Not only is it of little value for the on-going evaluation of project activities and

output?, but it is by no mean? certain that it will have value for planning and ex-

post evaluation purposes.

37. An important lesson to be learned from this experience is that the performance

of a good management organization can be adversely affected by personal attitudes.

Though on paper the MED is part of the management team," it is not so regarded in

practice. Project managers should attend M &'E courses from time to time to convince

them that, properly used, M & E can greatly improve their management efficiency.

C. Mwea Irrigation Settlement Scheme - Kenya

38. Started in 1954 with two objectives: producing rice for domestic consumption

and reducing reliance on imports, and providing employment to hitherto landless and

jobless people. It now covers nearly 6,000 hectares, with over 3,000 tenant farm

families, and directly supporting well over 30,000 people. It produces a single

crop of rice each year made up of sindano and basmati varieties. Irrigation water

is drawn from two rivers and delivered by gravity fed surface irrigation to the ■

fields. Each tenant farms a four acre holding divided into one acre irrigation

units. For management purposes there are five sections, each under the control of

an irrigation officer, responsible to a project manager with responsibility for

running the project. Over this long period, relatively high rice yields and farm

incomes have been achieved notably through efficient project management, and an

effective M & E system.

39. -The Mwea management structure comprises six sub-systems: tractor operations,

water control, crop production and crop handling, repair and maintenance of structures,

accounting and management of tenants. All the pub-systems are closely monitored

and management response to this information is rapid when necessary. The sub-system

activities are closely geared to the critical timetable of land preparation, which

is carried out by a centrally controlled fleet of tractors. All the other farm

operations are labour intensive, hand labour being used for sowing, transplanting,

fertilizer application, weeding, harvesting (by sickle) and threshing. The heavy

straw crop is burned on the fields. Hired labour is required for save of the opera

tions. The monitoring of tractors and vehicles is undertaken by the workshop depart

ment responsible for keeping the fleet in working order; daily and monthly records

are kept of acres cultivated, fuel and oil used and costs incurred - to ensure that

all tractors achieve their average daily cultivation target and to identify reasons

for any shortfall. The monitoring of water distribution is relatively straightforward
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and is the responsibility of the irrigation department. Supplies of water available

to the scheme and to each section are recorded daily; as are canal flows to each

section, to ensure the efficient operation and maintenance of the irrigation system.

40. Monitoring of the field operation? by project staff ±s rather more complex.

A cropping timetable is drawn up at the beginning of each season, discussed with

the tenants and every effort made to adhere to it - on which yields are critically

dependent. Daily monitoring of rotavating, transplanting and harvesting i? under

taken, and officers in charge of each section telephone this information, together

with the number of tractors actually working, to the project managers1 office. A

pimple cornpariron is then made of acres dealt with compared to the tractor target

for the timetabled date. Each section is expected to respond to any observed delays,

but if for some reason this is not done, the project manager who has an overview

of progress on the whole project will step in to take action. Harvesting and handling

of the crop is also monitored to ensure that deliveries are recorded accurately,

correct payments are made to farmers, no misappropriation of the crop take? place

and to have an accurate record of rice yields for each farm, each section and for

the project as a whole.

41. The maintenance and rehabilitation of field structures, road? and canal net

work? are. also monitored to provide a check en progress of the nrogramme of work,

to control the under or over-utilization of equipment and vehicles and to check

budgeted with actual expenditure. Monitoring of the project farm families involves

two activities - the provision of information to farmers and the exercise of

discipline to ensure that tenants carry out eppential field tasks, at the right

time in order to maintain high yields. Meetings are held with farmers on the time

tabling of operations where their co-operation is required. If a tenant does net

respond to these requirements, a laid down disciplinary procedure If followed

involving verbal requests and warnings, written requests and warnings and finally

eviction. All of this is recorded in the file of the offending tenant.

42. It should be noted that all the above have been concerned with the monitoring

of project inputs, activities and effects. The last pub-system is concerned with

the HSE of project impact. This is the responsibility of the accounts department

which effects and records payments to tenant farmers for their produce to ensure

its correct and timely payment. But then follows an analysis of farm yields and

income? which provide? not only a time series of project mean yields and incomes

but also an analysis of their distribution between sections and within the whole

project.

43. The Mwea irrigation scheme a highly successful project has produced consistently

high rice yields which nationaly, contributes substantially to domestic requirements

and generate? relatively high farm incomes. Both of these objective? are achieved

economically, enabling the project to cover its operating costs. Of course, manage

ment cf a pingle crop i? easier than double cropping or multi-cropping. Efficient

management at Mwea relie? greatly on an effective M & E system, good communication

and feedback which enable? management to re?pond quickly to an emergency or setback.

It might be paid, that the M & E ?y?tem at Mwea i? one of the most efficient to have

been recorded. It i? undertaken entirely by project staff (who do complain of the

work involved) and even the farm income (impact) analypis i? low cost being a by

product of the accounts department. Alos, all rice payments to farmers are mado by

the project, ?o they are easy to record. The effectiveness of the H & E system if

enhanced,by an unusually efficient management pyptem.
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D. The Wood Energy Project: - Malawi

44. At first Fight, this i? a straightforward project vrhosa primary purpose If to

plant tree?. The growth in the demand for and consumption of trees for fuelwood and

poles, (for building) ha? been po great in Malawi that existing supplies are under

severe threat. The World Bank stater that "at present consumption rates, demand for

fuelwood and poles is expectad to double in 25 years, when existing supplies would

have virtually disappeared," hence the 1980 project to halt this process by a country

wide programme of tree planting and more efficient use of wood fuels. Government,

through its forestry department, would plant 13,000 hectares of trees "to cater for

the needs of the commercial and industrial sector and some of the affluent urban

dwellers'1. But rural dwellers would be responsible for their own supplies, "it is

clear that each rural household would have to grow its own woodlot to supply it?

domestic needs". Rural ?elf-?ufficiency would require 15,000 hectares at 1,000 trees
per household, giving a project total of 28,000 hectares of new trees.

45. To achieve its objectives, the project compri sed the following activities:

the establishment of new nurseries to provide the additional seedlings for government

plantations and household woodlots: a cadre of extension staff to operate the nurseries

and distribute the seedlings, the development of a woodburning stove of improved

efficiency. The number cf peedlings produced and distributed was the main output cf

the project and the acrer planted was the main project effect. Assuming normal growth

the acreage of new tress established would lead when harvested to the increased

supplies of fuelwood and poles.

46. Although the M & E system on this project had certain unique features which

reflected the background and history of the project, there are important lessons to

to be learned from it. tfost of the monitoring of project activities and outputs

were carried out by project field staff belonging to the forestry department. This

included nursery activities, numbers and types cf seedlings produced, plantation

activities and the various extension activities making up the extension component.

A separate MEU (called the energy studses un-i t) concentrated almost entirely on

evaluating the effects and impact of the project and testing the relevance and

validity of the project and it? objectives. Apart from an annual survey of seedling

sales, the MEU undertook rural heurehole3. purveys into patterns of wood use, impact

of wood scarcities, patterns of tree planting, attitudes to the project and observed

constraints; stove tasting reports, urban surveys of energy use including consumption

and trends, firewood and charcoal marketing purveys and so on.

67. The KEU was separate from project management in a very literal Penp.&. In its
firrt two years it was within the ministry of eigricultura, and even when it was

transferred to the forestry department, a partial isolation from the project was

maintained (not helped by the MEU offices being some distance from the project

offices). It is claimed that this independence of the MEU "allowed it look objectively
at the project in its larger context". Whereas, had it been firmly set within the

project structure, it might have '-en unable to question the assumptions, objectives
and purposes of the project, but rather have concentrated on monitoring the efficient

achievement of project targets and. objectives. As will be seen, this latter course

yould have failed to expose some serious planning deficiencies of the project which,

if uncorrected, would have substantially reduced the project's chances of alleviating

the serious wood deficiency situation. On the other hand, the independent attitude

and actions of tha MEU made it distinctly unpopular with the project management which

presumably reduced its influence on project decisions.
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68. The prime activity of the project, the production and pale (at subsidized
price?) of seedling? to rural families* was of course closely monitored. But from
the start, the actual pale of seedlings were a mere fraction of target production
and Pales. Indeed by the fourth year, with only one year to go, seedling -=ale«

were only 12 per cent of the target figure - the highest level to be achieved. Many

ingenious* reasons were put forward for this substantial phortfall, all on the a??ump-
tion that the original target? were valid. The MEU very properly pought to resolve
this discrepancy by an evaluation purvey to study pmallholder attitudep toward? de
forestation and it? conpequencep, their current tree planting activitiep and any
constraints they were meeting.

69. The result? of the purvey were startling because they called into question
literally all the major assumption? on which the project was* based. That the rural
people were well aware of wood scarcities, that nearly half the families had planted
tree? m recent year? (mainly for pole? but alpo fuelwood), that seedling? were

widely available - usually collected from under existing tree? and that purvival
rate? were high. The reason why people were not planting more tree? - to prevent
deforestation,^? because the prices for fuelwood and charcoal were too low to make
it economically justifiable.

70. The reality of the wood situation and people'? attitude? to it were totally at
variance with tho?e a??umed by the project. People were replanting (but not fapt
enough), they had a ready pcurce of ?eedling? and they possessed the know-how to
gorw young seedlings. The implication of this (which of cour?e the MEU recommended)

wap discontinuation of the major project activity of nur?erie? and peedling production
and tranpfer of repourcep to the existing extension service?, to fopter increased
private tree planting using established techniques. This amounted to a complete
change of direction in the course of the project.

71. The MEU also looked at the urban wood energy situation and the balance of supply
and demand. This survey underlined the growing demand for fuelwood and charcoal in
the cities and most especially the capital city cf Blantyre, which accounted for

57 per cent of urban consumption. Woodfuel need? cf the towns were to be supplied.
from the government plantations which, within the project, were spread over fie whole
country with only 26 per cent of the planned plantation area near Blantyre. The

rest was mainly in areas where present demand for woodfuel was limited. Again, the

exposure of erroneous assumptions and poor planning. It made sense to initially

concentrate the plantations near the major consuming centre of Blantyre which is what

the MEU recommended should happen. Other evaluation studies were undertaken which,

to a greater or lesser degree, called intc question the validity of the project and

its assumptions. For example, studies were undertaken to test the efficiency of a
new kind of indoor mud stove for which great claimp were made. It was intended that
their use should be greatly extended throughout the country. Extensive testing
showed that fuel and wood savings were very modest and that their extended use on a
national scale would be very imprudent.

72. The Malawi wood energy project and its M & E pyptem is an extreme case for two
reasons. Although poor project planning is not an unusual occurrence, eppecially

through lack of baseline data, it is not often that the overall design, objectives
and assumptions of a project arc ?o completely wrong. The MEU had an unusual degree
of independence from the management of the project? it u«ed thi? in an insensitive

way which reduced its value to management and to itself. The case Ptudy is indluded

here because of these important lessons, without doubt, the findings of the evaluation
studies were of great importance,-not in the sense of being immediately relevant for ">
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on-going project decision making, but rather to appi?t future planning. Evaluation

of project appumption?, object!ve? and impact is legitimate and depirable, but only

if monitoring discrepancies have given ground? for it. Poor planning, changing

circumstance? and exogenous factor? can render the assumption? and objectives of a

project invalid and require a fundamental change in it? direction, calling for itp

virtual reppecification. It ip clearly beyond the authority of management to effect

such fundamental change? and adjustment?. Authority for puch change? would have to

be Fought from higher level? of government - a procepp which could well outlast the

life of a project. Therefore, where M & E exposep inadequacies of project apsumptionp

and objective? and call? for FubFtantial adjustment to them, it i? unlikely. ;to be

acted upon during the life of the project. . This area of evaluation i? therefore moPt

upeful for planning the pecond phape of a project or future project? and providing

feedback for ex-popt evaluation.

E. The National Exten?ion Project Training and Viplt - Kenya

73. Following a pilot project run in two di?trictp, the national extension project

wa? Ftarted up in early 1983. It i? planned to run for four and a half yearp by ■■■

which time it will cover 30 out of Kenya1? 41 diptrictp. It? objective is "to achieve

puptained increapep in agricultural production" - mainly from higher crop yield?.

It involve? the reorganization and Ftrengthening of Kenya1? agricultural extension

pyptem and the inprovement of linkage? between repearch and extenpion. The project

i? based on the training and vipit (T & V) Fyptem of agricultural exten?ion- which ,

hap proved pucceppful in other part? of the developing world. The pilot phase itpelf

wap reasonably pucceppful in it? operation and in raiping crop yield?, which juptified

implementation of the national project.

74. The project peek? to provide farmer?, on a regular and pyptematic ba?ip, with

up-to-date advice on fanning practice? bept puited to their ppecific conditionp.

Proven practice? likely to have an immediate impact on income? are emphapized.

ExtenFion worker? vipit fannerp regularly and receive pyptematic training and

technical support from re?earch staff from the Ministry of Agriculture and other

repearch inptitution?. The training and vipit pyptem i? primarily a management,

system baped on a pyptematic programme of farm viPitF and Ptaff training, and Includ

ing an eppential repearch element for creating a flow of relevant agricultural

technology to ?mall farm farailie?.

75. Contact farmer?, who are practiping farmer? commanding reppect and influence

in their community, are pelected and vipited every two weekp by front line technical

a??i?tantp (TA?). Prior to the?e vipitp, TAp are trained, alpo fortnightly, in the

ppecific arid relevant practice? which should be performed by farmer? in the following

two weekp, relevant to their particular crop? and agro-ecological zone. These farm

practice? relate to the farming calendar and mainly deal with Foil conservation:,

cropping practices (land preparation, planting, weeding, harvesting) animal husbandry,

etc. Technical A??i?tant (TA) Ptaff receive fortnightly training frcm subject matter

ppecialiFtp (SMS) who, in turn, attend monthly workphop? where they dlseupp field ■ ■■■

level problem? and their solution? with staff of agricultural research; institution?.

A critical requirement of a successful T & v system, i? the continuous^ provision of
(pimple) improved practice? and technologies relevant to the circumstance of the
farmer. The generation of,extension mepsage? depend? on a network of on-farm trial?

which are jointly organized by research and extenpion staff and put in place on

farmer? field? and at repearch institutes, to tept improved practice? and technologies

and evaluate their relevance to farmerp actual circumstance? and their benefits if
any.
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76. The TA/farmer ratio average? about 600, though of course he cannot vieit then

individually. The approach i? for the TA to vipit about 60 contact farmer?, over

two week?, at an agreed place (usually the contact farmer?' holding) on the same

day each fortnight. The aim is to encourage up to 10 neighbour? of contact farmer?,

to attend these TA visit? ?o that group instruction takes place. The number attend

ing the fortnightly farm vi?it? is an important indicator of the impact ,of the project.

The aim of the farm visit? i? to communicate pimple, farm message? to farmerp, con

centrating on the more important local crop? and the mo?t important aspectp of crop

production practices and low cost improvements (?uch as correct planting density and

depth of planting, timely weeding, pruning and ppraying) . Where major change? in

cultural practice? are recommended, it ip upually puggepted that thepe be done on

only a pmall part of a farmer'p field in order to reduce riPk and alpo to compare

with the adjacent unimproved crop.

77. The project M & E pyptem ip designed to provide management with timely informa

tion regarding the efficiency and effectiveness of the extension activities.. The

system ip essentially district based. A district project co-ordinator (DPG) together

with a team of field enumerators i? responsible for data collection and processing

within the district and for providing the district agricultural officer (DAO), ,

effectively the project manager, with monthly monitoring information. After this

is done, the information is sent to a small central M & E unit, housed in the ministry

of agriculture, for aggregation and further analysis that provides the director of

agriculture (DA) with an evaluation of the overall project. 3/ Monitoring is partly

built into the project, based on TA log bookp which record farm visit frequenciep,

numberp attending, farm demonstrations, attendance of training session?, etc. Farmer

surveys also monitor farm visit frequency of TAp, whether he vipitp on the same day

of the week, how long he spends on the farm, how many non-contact farmer? attended,

how they knew about the farm vi?it, etc. Thip double checks the TAp leg books.

78. But the main purpose of the farm visit?, which are twice yearly (one each

peason), is to evaluate the effectiveness and the impact of the project. The farm

purveys, using relatively pimple queptionnaires, focus on two critical indicator? -
the initial adoption of extension messages, by contact and non-contact farmers. And

the continuing or repeat adoption of extension messages by contact.and non-contact

farmers. It i? considered that the extent of initial adoption measure? the effective

ness of the delivery system - are target farmers being exposed to the message? Do

the target farmer? understand the message to judge itp relevance to their situation?

How effective i? the ppread effect from contact farmers? Continued adoption measure?

the impact of meppage quality, that is the benefit? of the extenpion meppage as

perceived by farmer? being realized in fact.

79. It phoulct be underlined that the methodology for evaluating project effect and

impact, that i? roeapuring sustained adoption rate? - rather than the difficult and

costly measurement of crop yield?, i? based on the assumption that if farmers continue

to adopt the extenpion messages then they have detected tangible benefits from them -

and so the meppagep are puccessful. Failure to adopt or to continue to adopt extension

messages ip explored by appropriate question? on the pame purvey queptionnaire. On

going evaluation of the project and its activities can therefore be undertaken re

latively cheaply and quickly, enabling the diptrict agricultural officer to adjust

his ptrategies, where necessary, at leapt twice yearly. Yield eptiraate? are made but

these relate to field trails and to pmall sample? of contact farmers.
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80. Although the project i? only two year? old, the M & E pyptem i? proving to be

a u?eful management tool, especially at the district level where it If clopely

integrated into the management structure. 4/ In the monitoring context, it has

identified pub-diptrict? where the two weekly vi?it schedule ha? not been adhered

to for reapon? of inadequate transport or contact farmer? have not been at borne or

of neglect. Evaluation survey? have ?hown good levels of initial adoption and quite

?ati?factory level? of continued adoption. But they have alpo provided feedback from

farmer? indicating why they have not adopted initially or if ?o why they have not

continued to do fo, which iF eppential information in order to generate more relevant

extenpion meppagep. .

81. The purvey? have al?o Fhown that farmer group? attending farm vipitp and

demonptration? by T&p are relatively pmall. In other wordF, though the extension

meppege? are proving relatively ?ucce??ful for contact farmer?, they are not reach

ing a wide enough audience. Thi? development i? of obvioup concern to all level?

of management which i? conpidering wayF and meanp of reaching a wider audience.

82. The working of the pmall central M & E unit i? al?o judged to both interepting

and upeful by the higher level? of management, Gppecially a? it can analype the

aggregate data more deeply and pinpoint national rather than dip'trict ippue? and

problem?. It ha?, however, incurred pome degree of unpopularity becaupe it reports

for the diptrictF a? well ap for the project. Thip phowp up rather clearly dietrictr

which have performed poorly either in term? of project activitie? or project achieve

ment?. While underFtanding the dipcomfort of DAO? who?e diptrict ha? not done well,

thip comparative analypi? perve? the upeful purpope of inducing a certain amount of

competition between diFtrict?.

83. In many wayp> thi? i? the model M & E ry?tem for the future. It monitor? only

that which i? nece??ary, it u?e? proxy indicator? for ppeedy collection and analypi?.

It evaluate? dipcrepancie? by pimple and direct que?tion? to farmer?. It i? diptrict

ba?ed, whejreby M a E ptaff achieve good relation? with project Ftaff. Of cour?e

?ome dip.trict? do better than other?, knowledge of which tend? to raipe level? of

performance.

F. The Nojane Commercial Ranche? - Botpwana

84. The e?tabli?hment of ccmmercial ranche? If only one of the component? of the

Botpwana LiveFtock Development Project. Individual? or group? who obtain lea?e?

to land are allowed to develop commercial ranche? of about 6,400 hectare? carrying

about 475 animal unit?. Ranch development require? perimeter fencing and paddocking,

provision of fire-break? and ranch road? and internal water diptribution pyptem?.
Credit i? available to finance the?e activities. The achievement, of commercial
viability require? improved herd management to control peaponal breeding, early

weaning of calve?, ?yptematic culling, regular feeding with pupplementp and main
taining correct ptocking rate?. The two project component? of commercial ranch
development are extenpion and credit. The former i? carried out by the ranch extenpion
officer. (REO) and hi? field a?Fi?tantp (within the miniptry of agriculture);the
later i? admini?tered by the agricultural credit divipion of the"National Development
Bank. ' ' ^
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85. The Ncrjane rancher were started up in 1977 and provision made for monitoring
their progress with assistance fror» the International Livestock Centre for Africa
(ILCA) . The physical iimplementation of the ranches was ve^ plow; it took time to
erect the fencing, to construct the paddock? and fire-break?, to drill the bore
holes and establish the watering points. On the other hand, it was relatively ea«y
to transfer the cattle from free range cattle posts to the demarcated ranch areas.

86. Projects which seek to Increase the productivity of livestock while avoiding
deterxoration of the semi-arid range lands and producing commercial profitability
are probably the most difficult to iraplenent successfully. They are al-o one of the
roost difficult types of project to monitor for it involves the measurement and agree
ment of three quite different dimensions - the rangeland, the livestock and the
economy:. The M & E system of the Nojane ranches was designed to focus on these three
areas.

87. Rangeland monitoring was undertaken by the range ecology section of the ministry
of agriculture which, after establishing permanent transects, carried out a base
line ecological survey cf the ranches. The transects were to be purveyed every four
years to evaluate changes in range conditions and in composition of the range biomao«
Thxs would throw light on the grazing habits of livestock and on the grazing systems
required for optimum range utilization. Between these surveys, field staff of the
range extension service monitored livestock numbers, grazing systems and range

utilization which, when compared with the potential carrying capacities established
by the base-line ecological purvey> indicated whether the range was being overarazed
or not. y

88. Two methods were used for livestock performance monitoring. The range extension
staff established a file on each ranch and ranchers were trained to keep a simple
herd register and to record their ranch operations. From the monthly register"herd
structures were built up for each ranch which provided estimates of calving rate«

and bull/cow ratios from which current and projected stocking rates could be estimated
Low male to female ratios were observed indicating a good ba?i? for selection and'
cullxng which, with artificial insemination, provided an opportunity to produce
high quality anxmals. Attempts were also made to weigh a small sample of cattle
from whxch to estimate growth rates as an indicator of project effects. Because of
relxance on farmer estimates and small smaple of weighed animals, the accuracy of
the lxvestock indicator? sucb a? calving percentage?, mortality rates, causes of
death, growth rates, was not high.

89. Socio-economic monitoring, using field survey?, tried to a??e?p financial
viability, based on ranchers' estimates of costs, returns and prices. But because
of slow project implementation, reluctance of farmers and other factors, there was
little monitoring of economic performance - although thi? aspect was more succe<~ful
on the Kenya Livestock Development Project. The ILCA team had to be satisfied with
developing a simple computer model cf the project ranches which made projections of
herd structure and,future cash flows. Based on poor data, it could not be used for
project decisions. A sociological survey exposed seme interesting issues For
example, that land on which the ranches were sited was not unoccupied, as'had been
claimed, but had in fact been used by group? cf hunter/gatherer? who considered that
their right? had been usurped, it also showed that the ranchers came from different
tribal and geographical backgrounds which might explain their different attitude*
to animal husbandry and to commercialization.
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90. Though conceptually straightforward, monitoring of the Nojane ranches wa? only

partially successful. It identified some minor and one important problem which led

to management response. For example, few fire-break? were established on the ranches

and it was* observed that rangeland fires were creating increasing damage to the

grazing. This prompted the ranch extension service to make machinery available,

for hire tc ranches, to construct additional fire-breaks. It was also observed

that perimeter fencing could not keep out large herds of grazing wildlife, which

not only competed with livestock for rangeland grazing but also carried malignant

catarrh. Attempt? were made to destroy the wildlife and improve the fencing, but
this problem remained unresolved.

91. Aspects of rangeland and livestock monitoring have probably been the most

useful to project management. From the early, year? of the project, range monitor
ing indicated a serious problem of overstocking and that range degradation was
developing on the ranches. Measures were recommended to limit stocking rates.

Estimates were made of the financial consequences of herd reductions on ranches

which were saddled with large loans for ranch development. A strategy was proposed,
whereby ranches could maintain economic viability at lower herd level?, providing
the income from sales of surplus cattle was used to liquidate part of this debt,

thereby reducing amortization rates to a level consistent with lower herd number?.

92. For reasons which are not clear, the monitoring and evaluation service? of
ILCA have been dispensed with on this and other livestock project? in Eastern Africa.
This should be viewed with some dismay, since ILCA hap explored and developed the

difficult methodology of rangeland and livestock M & E and ha? also implemented it
in practice with some success. The loss of ILCA-'s services in all probability

means that effective M & E has ceased on rangeland and livestock projects in Botswana.
Notwithstanding the difficulty of operating rangeland M & E systems,"ILCA has developed
relatively simple, low cost methods, requiring modest staff for data gathering,
processing and analysis. 5/

III. PROPOSALS FOR STRENGTHENING MONITORING AND EVALUATION IN AFRICA

The following proposal? arise from the M &-E experience reviewed above.

A" Project Monitoring and Evaluation system? should give priority

to monitoring cf inputs, activities and outputs

93. The first generation of M & E experience in Africa ha? been a disappointing one.
There are several reasons for this, but the main one ha? been the emphasis on evalua
tion of project effects and impact. The methodology of data acquisition and analysis
of evaluation studies is quite different from that of monitoring, it require? sub
stantial resource? for data gathering and generate? large quantities cf data for which
further resources and time are required for their analysis and presentation. This
hap reached such proportions on some rural development projects, such as the Nigerian
ADPp, that the fundamental purpose of M & E ha? not been achieved: Quite simply,
M & E is a management tool, hence the priority task of anVff'E system must be "the
provision of information that contributes to effective management decisions. Monitor
ing of project implementation i? thus the priority focup, with evaluation being under
taken only when absolutely necessary (to assist current decision making) using a
methodology within the M & E resources available.
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94. Tbip if the major le??on of M & E experience. The failure of M & E tc produce

itp expected repult?, becaupe of concentration on inpact evaluation hap brought

dipillupiih to many government? and resulted in their lukewarm attitude towards* it.

Yet thip evaluation biap i? the direct outcome of doncr agency requirement?. It ha?

been observed that "experience puggeptp that the demand for information on the part

of the donor agencies often ?wampp the need for information of nroject management

and government". 6/ Fortunately the World Bank, which mu?t phare the blarae for

demanding impact and ex-popt evaluation for virtually all it? project?, ha? at la?t

recognized the need to focu? M & E re?ourcep primarily on monitoring. Other donor

agencies have not yet grapped thi? nettle. In the meantime, government? phould

queption demand? to undertake evaluation Ftudiep and fecu? their limited M & E re-

pource? on monitoring for management.

B.. Evaluation phould only be done when it i? required

95. If the monitoring of input?, activitie? and output? are "on target", then evalua

tion i? not needed. By ccntrapt, if monitoring reveal? an unpredicted repponpe - low

adoption rate?; outputp/effectF not reached - target yield? and production not achieved;

activitiep below planned level or project component? under-utilized, then it will be

neceppary to inve?tigate the caupep of the?e phortfallp in order to correct them. 1'hi?

ip the procer? of on-going evaluation and the time when evaluation ptudiep are juptified,

indeed neceppary. They phould preferably take the form of "ad hoc purvey?" depignet?

ppecially to diagnope a particular problem. On-going evaluation will upually prepent

a project manager with polution? that he can readily take; for example, relieving a

bottle-neck in the fertilizer diptribution or marketing ?y?tem. But Fometime?, cor

rective action expo?e& by evaluation">tudiep will lie outpide the competence cf project

management;for example, where a project component i? unacceptable to the farmer for

economic reapon?. Example? of thi? are peen in the Malawi wood energy cape ?tudy.

C. Impact evaluation ?hould only rarely be undertaken

96. Impact evaluation which u?ep farm economic purvey?, a? on the Lilongwe Land

Development Programme, phould never be undertaken. There doe? not appear to be any

recorded cape where the repultp of farm purvey? for impact purpopep have been u?ed

by management to ap?i?t implementation. There i? a place for farm economic record?

and farm management purvey?, to increape underptanding of the dynamic? of farming

pyptem? and farmer decipion behaviour and guide agricultural policy making - but thi?

ha? nothing to do with the evaluation of project impact, and puch rurveyp phoulc! not

be employed for it.

97. If the u?e of farm economic purvey? are ruled out for impact evaluation, then

large ?cale ba?eline and end of project purvey? are al?o unneceppary. Thepe two

purvey? give ripe to particular difficultie?, for on the one hand M & E repource?

are rarely in place to execute the bapeline purvey at the ?tart of a project and,

on the other, they have upually departed when the project come? to an end.

D. The pcale and methodology of evaluation ptudie? mu?t be in keepinc-

with the Monitoring and Evaluation repourcep available

98. Where evaluation etudieF prove nece??ary fro management purpose?, the key word

should be pimplicity. Af the Nigerian example? ?how, it ip the large pcale, ?o-

phiPticated farm purveyp which mupt be avoided. Thip i? why the M & E pyptem? on the

Cameroon and Liberia ADPf, which have performed fairly well to date, are in danger
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of cracking under the demand? for impact evaluation ptudie?. Where po??ible, evalua

tion ptudie? phould be baped on pmall pcale ad hoc purvey?. Small pcale meanp primarily

having modept aim?, focuping on no more than one or two problem?, po?ing a pmall

number of Ftraightforward queptionp (and not u?ing a tortuoup queptionnaire) and

ba?ed on careful, nurpopive pampling. Such purveyr can achieve a reaponable FtatiFtical

bape and be procepped in a few month?, rather than a year or two.

99- Inhere method? of Rapid Rural Appraisal (RRA) can be u?ed, thepe can greatly

pimplify and ppeed up evaluation purvey?. Robert Chamber? 7/ wa? the firpt to urge

the upe of RRA for monitoring and evaluation and to puggept that method? phould be

developed for this purpope. Some.progress hap been made in thi? direction eppecially

in the u?e of proxy indicator? for income, wealth, family nutrition and welfare. An

excellent example of a proxy indicator for income i? "continued adoption of extenpion

meppage" ap u?ed on the national extenpion project in Kenya. Thip indicator reapon-

ably appumep that a farmer who continue? to adopt an.'improved practice find? it

materially worth hip while - that ip,^increase? hip income. Thip indicator ip eapily
and quickly picked up by a pimple ad hoc purvey and i? juet a? informative ap a

ponderoup, coptly farm income purvey. :

E. Ex-poFt evaluation phould concentrate on project operation

and performance rather than impact

100. Thip follow? frcm the propopal that impact ptudiep should not be an inevitable

feature of M & £ activity. With M & E repourcep concentrating on project input?,

activitiep, output? and peme effect? {tho?e which can be mearured by pimple indicator?),

enough information phculd be generated to enable an ex-port evaluation to appepp the

efficiency, effectivenep? and relevance of a cgmpleted project.

101. It ip now conventional wi?dom to state, a? thip paper ha? dene, that impact

and ex-pcpt evaluation? are valuable for improving the planning of future project?.

But in practice, the feedback of M & E information to project planner?, in the

word? of Eliza Doolittle in Pygmalion, - '"ardly ever 'appen?". There are many

reapon? why the leppon? contained in ex-popt evaluation report? have little practical

impact on the planning procopF. For example, many report? do not have any particular

lepponp for other project?? bu?y planner? often have little time to go through them

thoroughly; many project? are ?o location specific that implementation lepponp have

little relevance to other project?, etc. It i? time to conpider whether ex-popt

evaluation phould be undertaken only under pnecial circura?tancep, rather than ap a

matter of courpe.

F. The move toward? Fimpler M.onitoring and Evaluation pyptemp make?

the large, highly specialized Monitoring and av&luation unit outmoded

102. With the emphapi? on monitoring, most of the^ monitoring dutie? will be carried

out by project staff with a little clerical a??i?tance. The pimpler on-going evalua

tion Ftudie? will still require trained staff to undertake them, but they will be few

in number and phould work in a pmall MEU, within project management and subordinate

to the project manager. Thi? phould be matched by a pmall MEU at ministry level to

co-ordinate the flew and prepentation of data, from project?,, up the administrative

hirearchy for the monitoring of programme?. The claim that MEU? mu?t be independent

in order to expope depign deficiencie? of a project hap ?ome merit, but thip must be

foregone for the greater benefit of providing monitoring and on-going evaluation

information that will be u?ed by project management.
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103. to date, the u?e of M & E information by management i? much le?p that depired.
Experience clearly show? that the upe of M fi E information by a project manager ip

likely to vary directly with hi? involvement in the design and on-going operation of

the M & E pyptem. A project manager if much more likely to be involved where hip

Ptaff do mopt of the monitoring and where a small MEU ip lodged in the management

structure. Experience alpo Phowp that information on input? and output? have a

greater chance of being uped than,.information on effsct? and impact. Alpo the result?

of ad boc purvey? are more likely to be uped by project management than the result?
of large pocio-economic purvey?.

G- The strengthening of Monitoring and Evaluation in Africa

mupt bo baped on the pecond generation approach

104. t^q focup then should be on an expansion of Firnpier M & E pyptem? with more
modept objective?. Priority phouid be given to the provipion of monitoring informa

tion which ip eapier to obtain, analype and interpret. It ip alpo mopt likely to

be uped for project management decipion making. Ey the Fame token, large, complex
evaluation Ptudiep are to be avoided where poppible. ^ere on-going evaluation ip

needed to explain discrepancies or explore-problem?' and constraint?, it will rely en
relatively pmall scale, ad hoc purvey? with pimple objective? and involving short,
Pingle farm vipitP. Tbi? i? the pattern of the next generation of M & E experience,

which ip much, more likely to provide the benefit? expected of it and to lower repource ■
costs to. the developing countries, where impact and ex-post evaluation? are con?idered

essential, they phouid be undertaken by an outside agency or by hiring additional,
temporary repcurcep,

H- The strengthening of Monitoring, and Evaluation

should be. supported by ppeclal training programme

105. An expanpion of project M & E in African countries will involve pome increase
in M & E Ptaffing. In tum, this will require the provipion of training for additional-
M & E ptaff and for exipting project ptaff. m & E training programme? phouid be
available at two level?;

(a) For senior project management and prcfeppional M & E ptaff. This would
increare underptanding of the purpoFe of M & E and it? data need? and po Ptrenathen
management participation in the de?ign and operation of M 4 E ?y?tem?;

Cb) For lower level project Ptaff and M & E field ?taff who?e dutie? include
the acqui?ition,_tranPmiPPion and-processing .of monitoring information. The training
would give them greater underptanding of their monitoring"dutiep.

106. The senior training cour?e could laPt'for about two week? and the junior one
for one week. The cour?ep could be held in the individual countrieP for it? national- -
if sufficient candidate? were available. Or at recognized training venue? in Africa,
puch ap the Ea-t and Southern Africa Management Institute at Aru-ha, Tanzania or the
Pan-African Development Inptitute at Douala, Cameroon, to perve peveral countriep.
The courpep Fhculd be pupported and perhap? mounted by the Economic Development Institute
of the World Bank or by FAO which have much experience of training programme? in Africa.
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IV. EPILOGUE

107. The expansion of a simpler, streamlined M & E on future agricultural project?

and programme? ip the main recommendation of tbi? paper. It is confidently recommended

because it ip a low cost information rys-tem that can be operated by local project

resources to provide management with key information for efficient and effective

project implementation. The output of this* pypteni require? simpler and speedier

procepsing and analysis, which not only enhances it? value to project management,

but tc those in the administrative hierarchy of government who keep a watching brief

on the implementation of many agricultural programme? within a country.
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NOTES

1/ Guiding Principle? for the De?ign and U?e of M a E in Rural Development Project?
^Programme?. United Nation? ACC Ta?> Force on Rural Development, Rome, December

2/ E. Clayton and F. Petry (1983) Monitoring Syptem? for Agricultural and Rural
Project?, vol. 1. FAO Rome.

V The MEU al?o pend? a monthly queptionnsire to tap on training period? in previous
month, whether on ?ame day of week, whether training wae relevant and clearly explained
AIpo on farmer vi?it?, tranpport available, di?tance? to farm?, etc.

4/ Though in ?ome di?trict?, DAO? complain of not receiving recmlar monthly report?
from the M S E ptaff. " J y

5/ Rapid rural apprai?al method? are being tried in Kenya.

6/ N. Imboden - Managing Information for Rural Development Projects'. Development
Centre Studie?, OECD, Parip 1980.

7/ Rural poverty - oriented monitoring and evaluation. Simple i? Optimal? Inptitute
of Development Studie?, Ohiverpity of Su??ex, 1978.


